
How to use demand data for… SALES

Demand Expressions® are a measurement of the desire, engagement, and consumption of TV content, weighted

by importance: for example, actual content consumption like watching an entire episode is scored as a much 
more important expression of demand, than a simple “like” on a social network.

For further support, please don’t hesitate to reach out to
insights@parrotanalytics.com

Showcase Content with Insights

The chart on the bottom left shows demand for Stranger Things is over 7x times higher than the 

demand for the average drama title, and over 5x times higher than the average sci-fi drama 

title. The series also outperformed competing sci-fi dramas.  The chart on the bottom right 

illustrates how demand for Stranger Things and competing shows compare to the average sci-fi 

drama title in 8 key markets.  Stranger Things clearly enjoys worldwide popularity; it is the most 

in-demand title in 7 of the 8 markets, in some cases by a considerable margin. 

Together, the data visualizes the dominance of Stranger Things within its genre, against top 

competitors, and uncovers the markets where this title is most in-demand. 

Business Questions:

• How can I make my content appealing when selling internationally?

Comparing a title’s demand against the average for the genre, as well as against competitive 

series, creates a data-supported narrative that can highlight a title’s popularity.  Gauging 

demand across markets can then help narrow the focus on the countries where the content 

would perform best.

How to read: Demand for Stranger Things is 5.36 
times higher than the average sci-fi drama in the US. 
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Demand Expressions, July 2016-July 2017

Country Stranger Things Black Mirror Mr. Robot

US 536 162 437

Canada 567 198 461

Mexico 841 744 672

Brazil 991 267 854

UK 666 160 420

France 889 755 446

Germany 514 358 388

Turkey 618 956 1004


